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We discuss a quantitative influence of macromolecular crowding on biological processes:
motion, bimolecular reactions, and gene expression in prokaryotic and eukaryotic cells.
We present scaling laws relating diffusion coefficient of an object moving in a cytoplasm of
cells to a size of this object and degree of crowding. Such description leads to the notion
of the length scale dependent viscosity characteristic for all living cells. We present an
application of the length-scale dependent viscosity model to the description of motion in
the cytoplasm of both eukaryotic and prokaryotic living cells. We compare the model with
all recent data on diffusion of nanoscopic objects in HeLa, and E. coli cells. Additionally a
description of the mobility of molecules in cell nucleus is presented. Finally we discuss the
influence of crowding on the bimolecular association rates and gene expression in living
cells.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The milieu of cytoplasm is commonly considered as a highly
crowded and concentrated environment that impacts the kinet-
ics and thermodynamics of biochemical reactions [1–11]. The
effect of macromolecular crowding on reaction rates and equi-
librium constants may arise from: (i) change of reactants’ mobil-
ity [12–15], (ii) depletion interaction (excluded volume effect)
that results in attraction between reactants [1, 8, 16–18], and
(iii) non-specific chemical interaction with crowders [9, 10, 19,
20]. Over three decades of studies of crowded systems, both at
the theoretical and experimental level, contributed significantly
to our understanding of these effects. However, the quantita-
tive impact of every component seems to be still elusive in
living cells. In this review, we describe recent in vivo stud-
ies of biomolecules’ mobilities and their interactions. We focus
mostly on differences between diffusion constants in cytoplasms
of prokaryotic and eukaryotic cells and their nuclei as well as
on kinetics of bimolecular protein-protein and protein-DNA
interactions, with gene expression in particular. We refer to the-
oretical models or in vitro systems only in the introductory
parts and when necessary to make this review self-supported.
Therefore, at the beginning of the review, we give a short intro-
duction to our own contribution to this field of research i.e.,
motion of probes in synthetic complex liquids. The material pre-
sented in this paper does not overlap significantly with many
informative reviews written in the last few years that concern
theoretical and in vitro experimental contributions to protein

mobility [21–24], protein folding [8, 10, 23], and protein-protein
interactions [10, 11, 24].

2. CURRENT STATUS OF RESEARCH
2.1. MOTION IN SYNTHETIC CROWDED ENVIRONMENT
Complex liquids, in particular polymer solutions, are often
considered as systems mimicking crowded environment of the
cellular interior. Until recently however there has not been a
single model of diffusion in synthetic complex liquids that
could be applied to living systems. We have proposed [14] the
phenomenological description of the diffusion in the complex
fluid, either synthetic or biological, as well as the viscosity of those
complex systems. The model is primarily applied to polymers
[14, 25], to micellar systems [14] and recently to colloidal sys-
tems [26]. In this model the viscosity is defined via the fluctuation
dissipation theorem:

D0

D
= f = ηeff

η0
. (1)

Here D0 is the diffusion coefficient in a pure solvent of viscosity η0

and D is the diffusion coefficient in a crowded environment. ηeff

denotes the viscosity that is effectively “felt” by the particle dif-
fusing in the crowded environment. Here f is the hydrodynamic
drag in a crowded environment divided by the drag in water. f is a
function of the length scales Reff and ξ , characterizing the whole
system (the probe and the environment), given by the Equation 2:
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f (Reff, ξ) = exp

[
b

(
Reff

ξ

)a]
, (2)

where Reff and ξ are defined as:

R−2
eff = r−2

p + R−2
h , ξ = Rg

( c

c∗
)−β

. (3)

In Equation 3, rp and Rh are the hydrodynamic radii of the
probe particle and of the polymer, respectively. ξ is the corre-
lation length (a mean distance between entanglement points in
polymer matrix) and Rg denotes gyration radius of the polymer
coil. c and c∗ are polymer concentration and the overlap con-
centration, respectively. β is the exponent related to the Flory’s
exponent ν: β = ν/ (3ν − 1). Exponent a (cf. Equation 2) is
a constant of the order of 1, and b is temperature dependent
parameter [27].

In Figure 1 we show the plot of the diffusion coefficient of
a hypothetical, globular, and inert probe in a polyethylene gly-
col solution as a function of rp, calculated according to Equation
2 for a constant concentration (20%), molecular weight of the
polymer (10.94 kg/mol) and temperature (25°C). The diffusion
coefficient takes value given by the Stokes-Sutherland-Einstein
formula:

D = kT

6πηeffrp
, (4)

where k denotes Boltzmann constant and T is the absolute tem-
perature. In considered polymer matrix, probes of rp < Rh expe-
rience effective viscosity that is much lower than the macroscopic
viscosity ηm. On the contrary, probes with rp � Rh experience
a viscosity equal to ηm. It is noteworthy that the value of the
diffusion coefficient D = D0 is never reached for the physically
meaningful range of probe sizes. For example, the diffusion coef-
ficient of the fluorescent dye of rp = 0.58 nm is around 14 times
smaller than that in a pure solvent (Figure 1).

Diffusion coefficient of the probe particles strongly depends
on the structure of the fluid. In Figure 2 we compare diffu-
sion coefficient of hypothetical probes in polymer (same as for
Figure 1) and in solutions of elongated and rigid micelles of non-
ionic surfactant C12E6. The ratio c/c∗ for both systems is equal
to 14.7 and corresponds to concentration of 14% for C12E6 and
37.5% for polymer. We calculate the diffusion coefficients using
Equation 2 as described in Kalwarczyk et al. [14]. Parameters
a and b, differing between systems, are taken from Kalwarczyk
et al. [14]. Calculated diffusion coefficient of probes in surfactant
systems are from 2 to 50 times higher than diffusion coefficients
for polymer solutions proving that the network composed of
rigid micelles is more permeable for moving probes than dense
polymer matrix.

2.2. MOTION IN THE CYTOPLASM OF EUKARYOTES
Although the synthetic systems may not be good experimental
models to monitor biological processes, the physics governing the
motion is the same for synthetic (in vitro) as well as for biolog-
ical (in vivo) systems. Therefore, polymer systems, can be used
as models mimicking the viscous response of the biological sys-
tem to the probe’s diffusion, despite the fact that the cytoplasm

FIGURE 1 | Relative diffusion coefficient (diffusion coefficient divided

by its value in pure water) as a function of the hydrodynamic radius rp

of the hypothetical probe diffusing in the polyethylene glycol solution.

Number averaged molecular weight of the polymer Mn = 10944 g/cm3.
Concentration of the polymer was 20% by weight. Two characteristic
length scales, ξ and Rh determined the viscosity experienced by the probe.
For probes whose rp was far smaller than ξ the probe diffused like in the
solvent. For probes whose rp was longer than Rh, the experienced viscosity
reached the same values as the macroscopic viscosity of the solution. In
the inset we showed absolute values of the diffusion coefficient for the
same probes in the same polymer solution. The upper dotted line
corresponded to the diffusion coefficient calculated according to the SSE
equation (Equation 4) with η equal to the viscosity of the solvent η0. Bottom
dashed line corresponded to the diffusion coefficient calculated according
to the SSE equation (Equation 4) with η = ηm (where ηm denoted the
macroscopic viscosity). For probes whose hydrodynamic radius was few
times larger than Rh, assumption that in Equation (4) η = ηm seemed
reasonable. For probes whose rp � Rh, assumption that η = ηm failed in
the same manner as the assumption that η = η0.

of living cell is sometimes described as a poroelastic material
[28, 29].

Kalwarczyk et al. [14] used the concept of the length-scale
dependent viscosity, represented by Equation 2, to study the vis-
cosity of the cytoplasm of mammalian cells and diffusion therein.
In synthetic systems, control over the diffusion rate of probes
could be achieved by changes of concentration, c and of size, Rh

of objects crowding the given system (see also Equations 2 and 3).
In living organisms this was not the case as concentration of the
crowding objects and their size were constant (at given growth
conditions). In cells Equation 2 had to be rewritten as a func-
tion of rp only. The Equation 2, therefore, took the following
form:

f
(
rp
) = A exp

⎡
⎣( ξ 2

R2
h

+ ξ 2

r2
p

)−a/2
⎤
⎦ (5)

with ξ and Rh as free parameters. A was a pre-exponential fac-
tor of the order of one. Kalwarczyk et al. [14] used Equation 5
to describe the effective viscosity experienced by probes during
their motion in the cytoplasm of Swiss 3T3 and of HeLa cells.
Dependence of the effective viscosity experienced by probes on
their hydrodynamic radii is depicted in Figure 3. The length scale
corresponding to the biggest crowding agents, Rh was comparable
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FIGURE 2 | Diffusion coefficient as a function of the probe’s

hydrodynamic radius, rp, in aqueous solution of the flexible polymer

polyethylene glycol, and of the micelles formed of non-ionic surfactant

C12E6. The c/c∗ ratio (concentration divided by the overlap concentration)
for both systems was set the same and equal to 14.67, and corresponded
to the concentrations of 14 and 37.5% for surfactant and for polymer,
respectively. Curves were generated using Equation (2) with parameters:
a = 0.62, b = 2.42 for polymer solutions, and a = 0.87, b = 0.9 for
surfactant solutions; for details see [14].

to the hydrodynamic radius of the actin filaments in the cyto-
plasm of HeLa cells. In Swiss 3T3 cells ξ = 7 ± 2 nm while in
HeLa ξ ≈ 5 [14].

Although the physical meaning of ξ for living cells remains
unclear its value correlates with the radius of the cytoplasmic
water pores in the Swiss 3T3 cells that is equal to 7 nm Luby-
Phelps et al. [30]. The same value for the radius of the water pores
is reported by Moeendarbary et al. [29]. Indeed such interpreta-
tion is in agreement with the interpretation of ξ for the synthetic
systems (polymer solutions) as a distance between entanglement
points that is proportional to the size of a water channel in the
polymer network.

As the value of ξ in mammalian cells is around 7 nm, proteins
with typical radius of 4 nm, experience the viscosity comparable
to the viscosity of water. In that sense for most proteins, the cyto-
plasm can not be regarded as the crowded environment. Larger
probes with radius exceeding ξ , e.g., ribosomes or protein aggre-
gates, experience the effective viscosity ηeff (Equations 1–5) that
results from the crowding.

Very recent data on diffusion in HeLa cells [29, 31–34]
appear to confirm, to some extent, Kalwarczyk’s predictions (cf.
Figure 3). Deviations from the predictions, are observed for small
fluorescent dye 5-chloromethylfluorescein diacetate (CMFDA)
[29]. This dye, inside the cell, is enzymatically cleaved and become
fluorescent [35]. On the other hand the chloromethyl group of
the CMFDA dye can react with intracellular thiols in a reaction
mediated by glutathione S-transferase [36], whose hydrodynamic
radius is roughly around 2.6 nm. The CMFDA dye, therefore, can
not be regarded as freely diffusive in the cellular interior and its
intracellular size is probably underestimated and lead to devia-
tions shown in Figure 3. Another deviation toward the higher val-
ues of viscosity is observed for carbon nanotubes diffusing in the

FIGURE 3 | Relative viscosity (η/η0) that is equivalent to the reciprocal

of the diffusion coefficient (D0/D) for various probes diffusing in the

cytoplasm of HeLa cells. Black points correspond to the data [149–152]
discussed in Kalwarczyk et al. [14] and the red solid line represent the best
fit (Equation 5) to those data with: ξ ≈ 5 nm and Rh ≈ 86 nm marked as red
dashed and blue dotted lines, respectively, [for details please see [14]].
Reproduced with permission from reference 14. Copyright 2011 American
Chemical Society. Colored points represent data published recently for
carbon nanotubes (CNT) [32], green fluorescent protein (GFP) [33],
enhanced green fluorescent protein (EGFP) [34], oligomer of ten GFP
proteins (GFP10) [29], fluorescent dye – 5-chloromethylfluorescein diacetate
(CMFDA) [29], and quantum dots stabilized with bovine serum albumin
protein (BSA-QD) [31]. The carbon nanotubes, having huge aspect ratio,
during the motion experience the hydrodynamic friction resulting not only
from translational but also from the rotational motion. Increased effective
friction is responsible for the increase of the effective viscosity experienced
by the nanotubes with respect to the model represented by Equation (5).
We expect that the globular object of rp corresponding to rp of the
nanotubes will experience the viscosity predicted by the Equation (5). The
CMFDA dye (the point marked by asterisk) in the cytoplasm can react with
an intracellular thiols [36] leading to underestimation of the size of the
probe and apparent deviations from the predictions.

cytoplasm of HeLa cells [32]. Equations 2 and 5 are valid only for
probes of globular shape, so that the rotational diffusion of those
object, occurring at much shorter time-scale, do not influence the
translational motion of the probes. In D ∝ F−1, where F is an
effective friction given by the sum of translational, Ft, and rota-
tional Fr friction. In case of globular objects Ft � Fr and F ≈ Ft.
Nanotubes are characterized by huge aspect ratio and their rota-
tional diffusion in the cytoplasm is strongly hindered and affects
translational motion. In general Fr is not negligible with respect
to Ft and the effective friction F experienced by the nanotubes is
increased by the rotational friction felt by the nanotubes.

2.3. MOTION IN THE CELL NUCLEUS
Genetic material of the cell is separated from the cytoplasm in a
dedicated cellular compartment called nucleus. Huge amount of
genetic material (around 6 × 109 base pairs) in a form of long
DNA molecules (46 in human somatic cells) is packed in the
nucleus with diameter of around 10 microns. Squeezing of 46
long molecules in a small volume, requires highly efficient com-
paction [37]. It is achieved with the help of nucleosomes leading
to higher order chromatin structure which fits into the nucleus.
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Before any gene can be transcribed from the compact chromatin
it needs to be untangled. The structure of the chromatin in the
nucleus is highly complex, with parts of accessible and inaccessi-
ble chromatin, named euchromatin (open), and heterochromatin
(closed), respectively. The distribution of chromatin is highly
regulated with active genes located at the borders of physical
domains of chromosomes [38, 39]. There are many proteins
involved in the maintenance of DNA molecules and they need
to reach their specific locations in the nucleus to perform their
function.

One of the first measurements of diffusion in a nucleus
was done by Seksek et al. [40] who determined the diffusion
coefficients of inert probes such as dextrans, in the cytoplasm
and nucleus of MDCK epithelial and 3T3 fibroblast cells. They
found that the diffusion coefficient decreased around 4 fold in
comparison to D0 for all studied probe sizes (rp = 4–30 nm),
with D/D0 = 0.25 ± 0.02 (MDCK) and 0.27 ± 0.03 (3T3). In
the experiments performed with oligonucleotides [43 base pairs
Oligo(dA), MW ∼13 kDa]), a slight drop from D0 = 5.7 ± 0.2 ×
10−7 cm2/s (in water) to D = 5.05 ± 0.52 × 10−7 cm2/s (in
the nucleus) was observed (D/D0 = 0.886), showing that for
inert probes with the radius of several nm diffusion in the
nucleus was unhindered. At the same time, the diffusion of
the probe Oligo(dT) similar in size but capable of interaction
with polyadenylated RNA, was slowed down 6 times, from 5.0 ±
0.2 × 10−7 cm2/s to 0.87 ± 0.02 × 10−7 cm2/s (D/D0 = 0.174).
Even slower diffusion was observed for the range of endoge-
nous polyadenylated RNA (with the sizes in the range of several
thousands base pairs) where the diffusion coefficient was equal
to 0.06 ± 0.01 × 10−7 cm2/s [41]. The movement of polyadeny-
lated RNA was diffusive and the space available for diffusing
molecules was restricted to the regions free from chromatin. For
the range of synthetic DNA molecules of sizes ranging from 21
to 6000 base pairs (bp) an empirical formula was found [42],
describing diffusion coefficients, D0, of the DNA fragments in
water. D0 was related empirically to DNA size with the follow-
ing formula: D0 = 4.9 × 10−6 cm2/s ×[bp size]−0.72. Thus, in
this size range D0 decreased with increasing size from 53 × 10−8

to 0.81 × 10−8 cm2/s. When introduced into the nucleus, these
fragments were found almost immobile, likely because of the
extensive binding to almost immobile obstacles (e.g., chromatin).
Inert probes such as dextrans (of Mw. up to 580 kDa) with the size
similar to DNA fragments diffused freely in the nucleus with D/

D0 of around 0.16 (6× slower than in water). Interestingly, dex-
tran of molecular weight of 2000 kDa was found immobile to the
same degree as studied DNA fragments, with the D/D0 smaller
than 0.01, however no exact value of diffusion coefficient was
reported.

Unhindered diffusion for inert probes in wide range of sizes rp

indicated that water channel in the nucleus are larger than 30 nm.
Similar behavior is observed in lamellar phases of ionic surfac-
tant with water channels >150 nm [43]. Probably water channels
are most filled with proteins at the volume fractions φ = 0.1–
0.2 (suggested by 2–8 fold decrease of the mobility for most
proteins).

The mobility measured for several nuclear proteins tagged
with GFP [44] reveal their highly dynamic nature. It became

apparent that many nuclear complexes undergo constant
exchange with the kinetics of the order of seconds [45–48], which
has a substantial effect on their diffusional mobility. For three
studied proteins, HMG-17, SF2/ASF, and fibrillarin, the diffusion
coefficients values are 0.45 × 10−8 cm2/s, 0.24 × 10−8 cm2/s,
and 0.53 × 10−8 cm2/s, respectively. Molecular weight of these
proteins is only about 2 times higher than that of GFP which
diffuses in the nucleus with D = 9.8(±1.6) × 10−8 cm2/s [49].
Thus, D-values for HMG-17, SF2/ASF, and fibrillarin are about
20–40 times lower than values reported for free solutes in the
nucleus or for GFP alone indicating that interactions of these pro-
teins with nuclear components slow down the diffusion. Similar
results are observed for Src peptides [50], where interactions with
DNA reduced significantly the diffusion coefficients measured
in vivo (from D0 = 2 ± 1 × 10−7 cm2/s to Dnucleus = 4 ± 2 ×
10−9 cm2/s).

Some studies interpret the results on diffusion in the nucleus
with the help of anomalous diffusion, where mean square dis-
placement does not change linearly with time, and is described by
anomaly index, α, according to the formula

〈
r2 (t)

〉 ∼ tα . There
are several microscopic models which can give rise to an anoma-
lous diffusion behavior but physical origins of these phenomenon
are still discussed [51, 52].

In the study by Wachsmuth et al. [49] measurements per-
formed with fluorescent proteins revealed that the diffusion of
GFP was slowed down around 5 times (in AT-1 and COS-7
cells). The results could be analyzed using two models of dif-
fusion: normal diffusion with two components (fast and slow)
and anomalous diffusion (one diffusion time and anomaly index)
[49, 53]. The obtained translational diffusion times for the fast
component were similar for both models, indicating a 5 fold
decrease in diffusion coefficient relative to diffusion in water.
The absolute value of the diffusion coefficient in cytoplasm was
D = 12.5(±1.3) × 10−8 cm2/s, while the two components in the
nucleus moved with diffusion coefficients of D1 = 9.8(±1.6) ×
10−8 cm2/s, and D2 = 1.0(±0.6) × 10−8 cm2/s. For the anoma-
lous diffusion model, we have D1 = 8.7(±1.0) × 10−8 cm2/s,
and α = 0.87. Here D1 is given as a time dependent diffusion
coefficient taken at time τ1 being the diffusion time through the
focal volume of size ω; D1 = D (τ1) = ω2/4τ1, where 〈r2 (t)〉 =
6D (t) t = 6D1 (t/τ1)

α . In the same study the diffusion coefficient
measured for protein EGFP-b-galactosidase (MW ∼ 80 kDa) was
lower than the one for GFP (MW 27 kDa) by a factor of 1.4. Such
difference could be explained by the mere difference in size of the
two proteins, confirming previous observations, that the relative
viscosity in the nucleus was rather size independent (at least up
to Mw of around 2000 kDa). The ratio of cytoplasmic to nuclear
diffusion coefficients of GFP was 1.28(=12.5/9.8), similar to the
value of 1.22 measured for another protein TIF-IA [54] indicating
that diffusion of a given protein was often slower in the nucleus
than in the cytoplasm with slightly higher degree of crowding
in the nucleus, however some studies report similar degree of
molecular crowding in both compartments [55].

Generally the diffusion of the molecules that do not bind to
chromatin is slowed down 2–8 times [40, 41, 44, 49, 56–58],
whereas more hindered diffusion is observed for protein that
interact with chromatin. Some studies report the diffusion in the
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nucleus to be size independent and interpret results within the
model of the fractal geometry of chromatin [57], whereas other
results indicate some dependence of nuclear diffusion on the size
of the diffusing object [42, 56].

Interesting data were reported for the different regions of
chromatin revealing differences between euchromatin and het-
erochromatin. Less compact euchromatin was shown to have
higher fractal dimension than heterochromatin. The diffusion in
the euchromatin region was slowed down around 3 times (rel-
ative to diffusion in water), whereas in heterochromatin region
slowing down was almost 6 fold for the tracer molecule consist-
ing of GFP multimers. The chromatin architecture was described
as fractal-like on the length scales smaller than ∼100 nm, giving
rise to size-independence of the relative diffusion coefficient since
most proteins or protein complexes were smaller than 100 nm.
Another interpretation of diffusive motion of GFP in the nucleus
was given by Hinde et al. [59], who used a normal diffusion
model with two components in the pair correlation function anal-
ysis to image diffusional barriers and passages. For the region
of low DNA density (euchromatin) they obtained two different
mobilities with diffusion coefficient D1 = 22.8 × 10−8 cm2/s and
D2 = 0.3 × 10−8 cm2/s. In the high DNA density (heterochro-
matin) regions, obtained values were D1 = 23 × 10−8 cm2/s and
D2 = 0.48 × 10−8 cm2/s. Thus, the diffusion characteristics of
EGFP in the nucleus was rather constant and did not depend
on DNA density, however relative contribution of slow com-
ponent was higher in the heterochromatin region. Yet slightly
different results were found in the study by Capoulade et al.
[60], where a diffusional mapping in 3T3 cells was performed
with the use of selective plane illumination microscope. They
measured the diffusion coefficients for the heterochromatin pro-
tein 1 (HP1α-EGFP) in the nucleus of 3T3 fibroblasts. Results
indicated the differences between euchromatin and heterochro-
matin with respect to the fast (D1) and slow (D2) components of
the diffusive pool of HP1α. Different slow diffusion coefficients
were obtained for euchromatin (D2 = 0.33 ± 0.16 × 10−8 cm2/

s) and for heterochromatin (D2 = 0.16 ± 0.07 × 10−8 cm2/s),
whereas fast diffusion coefficient D1 = 8.1 × 10−8 cm2/s was
similar for both chromatin regions. Slow diffusion compo-
nent (D2) was taken as a measure of interaction of HP1α-
EGFP with chromatin. Weaker interaction of HP1α-EGFP with
euchromatin was indicated by 2 fold higher mobility in this
region.

In Figure 4 we plotted the data for the effective viscosity expe-
rienced by the probes during the diffusion across the nucleus
for several types of probes. The effective viscosity was calculated
as the reciprocal of the relative diffusion coefficient provided in
Seksek et al. [40], Lukacs et al. [42], Phair and Misteli [44],
and Hinde et al. [59]. Hydrodynamic radius of the DNA frag-
ments was calculated from the relation taken from the work of
Kalwarczyk et al. [15]: rp = 0.024M0.57

w ; where Mw corresponded
to molecular weight of the DNA. Hydrodynamic radius of dex-
tran polymers was calculated from the relation obtained on the
basis of experiments of Ioan et al. [61]: rp = 0.072M0.45

w .
Some speculations about the mechanisms leading to the dis-

crepancies in the nuclear diffusion of small molecules are pre-
sented below. The structure of the nucleus is heterogenous and

FIGURE 4 | Effective viscosity experienced by the probes diffusing in

the cell nucleus [40, 42, 44, 59, 60]. Data for DNA fragments diffusing in
the nucleus of the HeLa cell [42], are represented as the dashed line and
corresponds to the average value calculated for the fragments of
hydrodynamic radii in the range of 5–135 nm. Data for dextran polymers as
probes are represented as black squares (nucleus of the Madin-Darby
Canine Kidney Epithelial Cells – MDCK) and green squares (nucleus of
Swiss 3T3 cells – 3T3), respectively, [40]. Data for proteins fused with GFP
and moving in the nucleus of the HeLa and of the Baby Hamster Kidney
(BHK) cells are marked by yellow squares [44]. The plot shows also data for
the EGFP in the nucleus of Chinese Hamster Ovary (CHO) cells [59]. The
data for EGFP reveal the heterogeneous structure of the nucleus. Hinde
et al. [59] measure the diffusion in high-density DNA (hdDNA) and
low-density DNA (ldDNA) regions. In both cases they obtain two diffusion
coefficients, fast and slow (D1, D2) that differ by two orders of magnitude.
On the plot we show the effective viscosity corresponding to the D1 in
ldDNA, D1 in hdDNA, D2 in ldDNA, and D2 in hdDNA. The heterogeneous
structure of the nucleus is also represented by the data for HP1-GFP
diffusing in the nucleus of 3T3 cells [60]. Both the slow and the fast
component are comparable with results of Hinde et al. [59]. The top panel
shows a cartoon representation of the nucleus as a heterogeneous
environment consisting of densely and loosely packed DNA regions.
Errorbars not shown to keep the clarity of the figure. Most of errorbars
does not exceed an order of magnitude.

constitutes of the regions poor and rich in DNA. In both regions
the DNA may be densely packed (heterochromatin) forming
a fibrinal structure, or loosely packed (eurchromatin). In the
DNA poor region, the motion of small probe is not hindered
and the probe diffuses in soup of proteins and other small
(macro)molecules. When the same probe gets into the region rich
in a loosely packed DNA, (eurchromatin) its motion is drasti-
cally hindered due to the hindering effect of the DNA strands.
A similar but not the same situation occurs in regions rich
in highly packed DNA (heterochromatin). Due to the highly
packed structure of the DNA the probe may diffuse inside the
fibers forming the heterochromatin as is partially suggested by
Hinde et al. [59].

Nucleus is involved in multiple functions in the living cells,
ranging from most important gene expression to regulation of
cell cycle and mechanotransduction. The dynamic structure of
the nucleus is a subject of intense studies and significant insight
has been achieved in past decades of research [62–64]. Diffusion
has been shown to be a major mechanism of protein transport
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in the nucleus and further studies are needed to understand and
quantitatively describe the dynamic structure of this organelle.
We expect that the model of length-scale dependent viscosity valid
in the cytoplasm of living cells can be also applied for cell nucleus.
Currently available data, however do not allow for any quanti-
tative conclusions. In the nucleus, ξ length scale is expected to
be 30 nm and so the studies with bigger probes are required to
confirm this prediction.

2.4. MOTION IN THE CYTOPLASM OF PROKARYOTES
Size of the water channel ξ in the cytoplasm of eukaryotes is of
the order of several nanometers. Prokaryotes, however, are usually
about ten times smaller than eukaryotic cells and their cytoplasm
is roughly 3 times more crowded. Concentration of macro-
molecules is of the order of 10% (by volume) for eukaryotes and
30% for prokaryotes. An increase in the concentration of macro-
molecules is reflected by much lower ξ value for prokaryotes than
for eukaryotes.

Kalwarczyk et al. [15] observed almost 10 fold decrease of ξ

in E. coli with respect to HeLa and Swiss 3T3 cells. They collected
literature data [12, 13, 65–77] of diffusion coefficients in the cyto-
plasm of E. coli and used Equation 5 to fit the data. From this fit
they determined ξ of around 0.5 nm and Rh ≈ 42 nm [15]. It was
found to correspond to the radius of the DNA loops. In Figure 5
we added the recent data [78] on diffusion in the cytoplasm of E.
coli which confirmed the model predictions [15].

Diffusion in the cytoplasm of E. coli is very sensitive to the
size of the particle. The probes whose radii lie between ξ and
Rh, experience the viscosity that increases exponentially with the
particle size rp. Therefore, even small proteins (i.e., GFP whose
rp = 2.8 nm) experience viscosity of around 12 times higher than
the viscosity of water leading to 12 times slower diffusion. The
protein with twice larger rp diffuse 35 times slower than in water.
Finally the ribosome whose rp ≈ 16.5 nm experience viscosity
that is 450 times the viscosity of water. From the point of view
of proteins the ribosome is almost immobile as its diffusion time
τD (the time needed to diffuse over the distance of one diam-
eter) is nearly 104 times longer than for GFP (τD = 4 ms vs.
τD = 0.5 μs). Such strong dependence on the size of the particle
undergoing self-diffusion can be used for determination of the
unknown size of protein aggregates or the interactions of probe
particle with the environment. The length-scale dependent vis-
cosity can be used to determine the diffusion coefficient of probes
of known size in any cell. This has been done to predict in-cellular
diffusion coefficients of all known proteins synthesized from the
genome of E. coli Kalwarczyk et al. [15]. There is not enough
data for diffusion collected for the same growth conditions of
cells. Therefore the data used in Kalwarczyk et al. [15] and pre-
sented in Figure 5 refer to diffusion in cells treated with different
stimuli (various osmotic conditions and antibiotic treatment).
Mika et al. [13] shows that cell treatment and growth conditions
may have a significant impact on the diffusion processes in living
cells.

The results for large macromolecular complexes such as RNA-
protein [79], chromosomal loci [80, 81], and protein-protein
aggregates or plasmids [82], show that these objects may move
subdiffusively through cytoplasm of E. coli. The movement seems

FIGURE 5 | The logarithm of the effective relative viscosity

(η/η0 = D0/D) experienced by the probe particles in the cytoplasm o E.

coli. Plot shows the literature data for the reciprocal of diffusion
coefficients [12, 13, 65–71, 73–77] (black pints), the fit of Equation (5) to the
data, and the data of Coquel et al. [78]. The yellow shaded area
corresponds to the maximal error of fitting. The plot is adopted from
Kalwarczyk et al. [15] with a permission granted under the Creative
Common license v3.0. The new data points obtained by Coquel et al. [78]
are marked in green. D0 is the diffusion coefficient in water of viscosity η0.

metabolism-dependent [81, 82] because ATP synthesis inhibition
causes significant quantitative change in the mobility of these
complexes. The anomaly index, α, is 0.7 ± 0.1 for RNA-protein
complexes [79] and 0.39 ± 0.04 for chromosomal loci [80]. The
chromosomal loci are confined by virtue of their connection
with chromosome and movement of the specific locus depends
on motion of its neighbors. Weber et al. [80] apply the model
of a polymer in viscoelastic environment and show that the
confinement is not solely responsible for anomality from the
normal diffusion [83]. Parry et al. [82] demonstrate for protein-
protein aggregates (fusion of avian reovirus protein μNS with
GFP), that the value of the anomaly index, α, decreases with
increasing particle size above 40 nm. Below that size the diffusion
is normal. Additionally, they observe very strong probes con-
finement in ATP-depleted cells (treated with 2,4-dinitrophenol,
DNP) with much stronger decrease in the anomaly index and
the diffusion constant of the aggregates than in untreated cells.
The same confinement is observed in a stationary phase of
growth and under carbon starvation of cells. Parry et al. [82]
interpret these results as emerging from cytoplasm properties
that are characteristic of glass-forming liquids. They suggest that
high macromolecular crowding in E. coli, cell confinement, and
macromolecule interactions are responsible for glassy dynamics.
All the observed deviation of particle diffusion from normal-
ity is only for macromolecules of sizes above 40 nm. On the
contrary, other studies of protein aggregates [78] and large plas-
mids [75] show that diffusion of these macromolecules does not
deviate from normal diffusion (we include them in Figure 5).
The source of these discrepancies is currently unknown and
more quantitative measurements for the same conditions are
needed [82].
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2.5. ASSOCIATION KINETICS IN LIVING CELLS
Mobility of proteins affects kinetics of reactions. Measurements
of bimolecular reaction kinetics for hybridization of short DNA
strands [84] and protein-protein association [85] in living HeLa
cells show that intracellular crowding changes reaction rates up to
several-fold as compared with reactions in buffer. Here we discuss
quantitatively these rates.

Schoen et al. [84] studied kinetics of hybridization of short
DNA chains at two different lengths 12- and 16-bp. The sequences
of DNA were chosen to minimize specific interactions with other
nucleic acids in cells and dsDNAs were delivered into cells by
lipofection. The kinetics of opening/closing of DNA due to tem-
perature oscillations driven by laser were measured by Förster res-
onance energy transfer (FRET) method. Non-monotonic change
of association kinetics was determined in vivo, i.e., acceleration
of association of the 16-mers when compared to in vitro data
(2.9 × 107M−1s−1 vs. 4.2 × 106M−1s−1) but decelerated binding
kinetics for 12-mers (5.5 × 106M−1s−1 vs. 2.7 × 107M−1s−1).

In vitro data point to non-diffusion limited hybridization of
these DNA fragments studied by Schoen et al. [84]. Moreover,
the kinetics of associations is slightly enhanced in vitro with
crowding agents such as Ficoll-70 and dextrans [84] pointing
that these agents cause depletion interactions and speed-up the
binding. In the light of in vivo data it is clear that the reactions
are modulated by specific interactions with nucleic acid bind-
ing molecules and the resulting effect depends on the length of
DNA probes. The explanation proposed by authors states that
likely acceleration of association of 16-mers in vivo is an effect
of presence of magnesium cations or recombination mediator
proteins, but deceleration rate of 12-mers is due to buffering
by ssDNA- or dsDNA-binding proteins. The viscosity reference
curve determined for HeLa cells (Figure 3) point that intracel-
lular macromolecular crowding does not change the mobility of
the short DNA strains. The change of hybridization kinetics, as
argued by Schoen et al. [84], is only due to specific interactions
inside cells.

The protein-protein association kinetics was studied by Phillip
et al. [85] using FRET method and microinjection. The usage of
prokaryotic proteins TEM1-β-lactamase and its protein inhibitor
BLIP, foreign to the HeLa cells, possibly diminished the pro-
teins interactions with cytoplasmic constituents. Observed reac-
tion rate constants for wild type proteins in living cells and
cell extracts were only slightly decelerated when compared to
in vitro values (1.9 × 105M−1s−1, 2.3 × 105M−1s−1 and 3.0 ×
105M−1s−1, respectively). The association rate constants were
however 4-orders of magnitude smaller than predicted for diffu-
sion limited protein-protein binding.

Recently, we have computed [86] in vivo protein-protein bind-
ing rate constants determined by Phillip et al. [85] taking only
into account changes in reactant mobilities. In our approach,
we have combined the length scale-dependent viscosity model
of HeLa cytoplasm [14] to predict translational diffusion con-
stants for reacting proteins and Zhou’s model [87] for kinetics
of binding of two spheres with small reactive patches. The model
requires also knowledge of rotational diffusion constants for pro-
teins. The best agreement with experiment is obtained under
assumption that the viscosity of HeLa cytoplasm experienced

by rotating proteins is equal to water viscosity. Theoretical and
experimental studies [88–91] show also that rotations of probes
of protein sizes are slightly affected in cellular-like complex liq-
uids. On the contrary, probes with hydrodynamic radii surpassing
the sizes of largest crowders in HeLa cytoplasm experience dur-
ing rotations macroscopic viscosity [32] as described in previous
sections.

The same reaction was investigated in a buffer with PEG or
dextran as crowders [85]. The measured reaction rate constants
were also similar to diluted case. This apparent lack of change of
reaction rate was attributed to the combination of two oppos-
ing effects: reduction in translational mobility of the proteins
and attraction between them due to depletion effect. The com-
bination of both effects results in the identical association rate
constants as in pure water in the absence of both effects. However,
the quantitative impact of depletion interactions on protein-
protein association rate in vivo is hard to calculate because the
interactions strongly depend on the shape of molecules under
study and also on solvent involvement in the model [17]. The
matter is complicated further by presence of weak, non-specific
interactions [10, 20, 92].

It is worth noting that studies of interaction between
molecules in PEG solutions should be carried with caution
since this crowder is not inert and may induce unexpected sys-
tem behavior. For example Hou et al. [93] performed in vitro
studies of the cleavage process taking part in a bacteria’s self-
defense against viruses system. Authors performed the DNA
cleavage using HindIII restriction enzyme. They monitored the
result of the cleavage process 1 h after the reaction started for
24 h. Next they compared results of cleavage in buffer solution
with those obtained in the samples containing low molecu-
lar weight polyethylene glycol (lmwPEG; Mn = 3461 g/mol) and
high molecular weight polyethylene glycol (hmwPEG; Mn =
854096 g/mol). Authors observed that the cleavage process was
stopped (no cleavage occurred) when the concentration of the
lmwPEG exceeded 7% by weight. On the other hand in solu-
tions of hmwPEG the process of cleavage proceeded without any
changes.

Comparison of the viscosity experienced by the HindIII
enzyme suggests that the stopping of the cleavage process is not
governed by the hindering effect of the crowded environment.
The possible explanation of the hindering effect of the lmwPEG
solutions, as suggested by Hou et al. [93], are depletion inter-
actions leading in surfactant solutions to the phase separation
[94–97] or in solution of DNA leading to the condensation of
DNA [93, 98]. From above we deduce that the solutions of the
flexible, polyethylene glycol like polymers may not be preferable
as in vitro models to study the influence of cellular crowding on
the in-cell processes.

Study of the folding stability of the protein chymotropsin
inhibitor 2 in the lyophilized E. coli cytosol [20] showed
that crowder molecules interact with the protein destabiliz-
ing it. This is opposite to expected stabilizing entropic effect
due to the fact that folded protein occupies less space than
denaturated one. Also the cytoplasm of E. coli is highly
crowded environment that should significantly reduce reac-
tion rate constants between proteins [86] as predicted by
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the model in which only protein mobilities are taken into
consideration.

2.6. GENE EXPRESSION IN LIVING CELLS
Gene expression is a process consisting of many reactions driven
either by diffusion (regulation of initiation rate of gene expres-
sion by transcription factors [99–101]) or powered by hydrolysis
of ATP or GTP molecules (RNA polymerase and ribosome move-
ment or histone displacement). The studies of the crowding
effects on particular steps of gene expression are concentrated
on in vitro systems [102, 103] with crowding agents and com-
parison with dilute solutions. There is a growing number of
experimental studies concerning transcription factor kinetics in
bacteria [104–106] and eukaryotes [45, 46, 50, 107].

Morelli et al. [108] studied theoretically the impact of macro-
molecular crowding on gene expression and its regulation. The
authors parametrized the model on the basis of changes of activity
coefficients for hemoglobin at different concentrations [1, 109].
The crowding affects both equilibrium binding constants and
diffusion of proteins. The reactions were assumed to be diffusion-
limited. The effect of crowding was mainly caused by a shift
of the equilibrium rather than reduction of protein diffusion
i.e., the crowding increased probability of RNAP binding to
the promoter that enhanced transcription rate. Similar behavior
was observed in the synthetic systems for long dextran poly-
mers [103]. The crowding effects on gene transcription was
also studied by Brownian dynamics and Monte Carlo simula-
tions [110]. This study revealed that for crowding at volume
fractions being close to physiological values transcript abun-
dances reached maximum levels, in accordance with in vitro
studies for various crowders [102, 103, 111]. Ge et al. [102]
used three crowding agents PEG-8000, Ficol-70, and Ficol-400 to
study expression of Renilla luciferase driven by T7 promoter. They
observed maximal enhancement of transcription for intermediate
concentration of crowders [with maximum ∼4 fold for Ficol-70
at concentration 20% (w/v)], as compared with diluted solu-
tions, but translation was inhibited by each crowder. The authors
suggested that the inhibition is due to protein precipitation for
PEG solutions and non-specific interaction of Ficoll molecules
with translational machinery proteins. The effects of crowding
by dextran polymers of 6 kDa and 2 MDa on gene expression
was studied in synthetic cellular nano-systems [103]. This study
revealed enhancement of the binding rate and decrease of dissoci-
ation rate of T7 RNA polymerase for long dextran solutions. Also
significant increase of total gene expression rate was observed
for long dextran polymers at concentration of 10% (w/v). The
crowded systems exhibited higher robustness of gene expression,
i.e., less susceptibility to solution composition and concentration
of ions. This buffering as an effect of macromolecular crowd-
ing was proposed as one of the main factors facilitating response
of the cells to osmotic stress [112, 113]. Also increased gene
expression efficiency driven by T7 RNAP at intermediate level of
crowders was noticed in clay hydrogel [111].

In vivo rate of binding of transcription factor (lac repres-
sor) to the specific site was measured [104, 105] in E. coli.
Combination of methods such as single-particle tracking of the
fluorescently-labeled repressor, in vivo FCS, and detection by

localization [104] revealed that single lac repressor localized its
target on the nucleoid in ∼6 min, being absorbed with non-
specific DNA sites 87% of the search time (diffusion constant of
the protein was 0.4 µm2s−1in cells and was enhanced by the pro-
tein without DNA-binding domains to 3.0 µm2s−1). Subsequent
studies with double specific sites determined the scale of the cor-
related motion of the repressor [105]. The results showed that
the repressor when bound to DNA scanned 36 base pairs of the
nucleoid DNA. In fact, crucial parameters of the facilitated dif-
fusion model of the lac repressor in living prokaryotic cells were
determined in these studies.

On the basis of these experiments we calculated the impact of
macromolecular crowding [15] inside E. coli cell on transcrip-
tion factor binding rates to specific sites [114]. We considered
multilevel impact of in vivo crowding on association rates to
specific sites in the facilitated diffusion model: (1) reduction of
the nucleoid volume due to the presence of nucleoid-associated
proteins that modify persistence length of DNA and cross-link
DNA chains, (2) reduction of transcription factor three- and one-
dimensional diffusion constants [15], (3) obstruction of tran-
scription factor binding to non-specific DNA and its sliding due
to presence of nucleoid-associated proteins [115–119]. The model
predicted the similar binding rate to experimentally observed for
cells in the exponential phase of growth. The lac repressor was
nearly optimized for binding with respect to association and dis-
sociation rates to/from non-specific DNA. We extrapolated data
from lac repressor to all annotated transcription factors in E.
coli assuming the same equilibrium binding constants but dif-
ferent diffusivities. The assumption of equal affinities in vivo
resulted from the observation of similar values of binding con-
stants to DNA for various transcription factors [104, 120, 121].
Similarity of in vivo equilibrium constants to these determined
in dilute solutions [100, 122, 123] additionally poses a question
about the effect of excluded volume interactions inside living
prokaryotic cells [112]. From the model, we also obtain that the
in vivo number of nucleoid-associated proteins affecting nucleoid
volume is enough to shrink it to experimentally observed
values.

Intracellular macromolecular crowding is also expected to
shrink solely the nucleoid to the observed in vivo volume due
to purely entropic effects [124, 125]. Indeed, the fast real-time
compaction of chromosomes to native volumes [126] is observed
in systems crowded by polymers. Our predictions are obtained
for exponential phase of growth of E. coli, for which nucleoid
is in an expanded state. We look forward to models in which
more dense chromosome structures are taken into consideration.
One could, for example, consider detailed models of nucleoid
compaction [127, 128] and apply them in the studies of tran-
scription factor kinetics. It would be interesting to know how the
kinetics changes during the transition to the stationary phase,
for which DNA crowding affects transcription factor distribu-
tion [129]. The parametrization of the model can be carried out
in vivo by the proposed method of extracting diffusion and tran-
sition rates from single-molecule experiments [130]. Moreover,
in-cell distributions of RNA polymerases and ribosomes are not
uniform and there is a strong tendency for occupation of different
regions of cell by these complexes [77].
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The mechanism of gene regulation in eukaryotes involves
many protein factors interacting in concert with active reposi-
tioning of nucleosomes [131–133]. Only recently, the kinetics
of transcription factors have been studied in eukaryotes [45,
46, 50, 107] revealing basic features of the facilitated diffusion
of transcription factors in nuclei. The striking feature, as com-
pared with prokaryotes, is a proportion of the time spent in 3D
translocation and in interaction with non-specific DNA during
the search process. DNA-bound fraction of glucocorticoid recep-
tor, in MCF-7 breast cancer cell line, is 12% and enhanced to
37% after induction with dexamethasone [45]. Transcription fac-
tors Sox2 and Oct4, in mouse embryonic stem cells, spend 18
and 21% of the time [46] being bound with non-specific DNA,
respectively. These numbers show that the target search time is
dominated by 3D diffusion in mammalian cells. Moreover, the
localization time of the single specific site by a single Sox2 pro-
tein in the genome, as estimated by Chen et al. [46], is ∼31
days. The time is ∼7000 times slower than in case of lac repres-
sor in E. coli cell [104]. Taking determined rate constants for
Gal4 regulatory protein in Saccharomyces cerevisiae [107] and
volume of the nucleus [134] we calculate that the value of the sin-
gle target localization time is ∼14 days. Nuclear environment is
markedly distinct and more complex than prokaryotic nucleoid.
There is a lack of detailed kinetic models of transcription fac-
tor facilitated diffusion in eukaryotes at present. It would be
of great interest to establish the impact of the crowding and
chromosome structure in nucleus on the transcription factor
kinetics.

Many effects are expected to be induced due to decreasing
molecule mobility by macromolecular crowding. For example,
diffusion of transcription factors is predicted to enhance gene
expression noise [135]. The kinetics of translation has been
recently studied theoretically in E. coli [136]. The results show that
slow diffusion of the tRNA in the crowded milieu of cytoplasm
limits translation and consequently growth rate of cells [136].
Intriguingly, the diffusion of macromolecules is predicted to
be responsible for prokaryotic and eukaryotic cell sizes [137];
as such, the sizes minimize the times of migration of macro-
molecules throughout the cells.

3. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE PERSPECTIVES
The macromolecular crowding plays important role in key pro-
cesses in living cells starting from life emergence [111, 138]
up to regulation of cell sizes [137]. We have pointed to three
different phenomena emerging as a consequence of crowding:
the length-scale dependent viscosity, depletion interactions, and
non-specific binding.

Quantitative description of interactions inside living cells is
currently based on the analysis of free diffusion inside cells.
Therefore in our review we emphasize effects of in vivo macro-
molecular crowding on mobility of the macromolecules and
kinetics of interactions between them. We review, according to
our knowledge, all studies concerning mobility of molecules in
prokaryotic (E. coli) and eukaryotic (HeLa) cells. We show that
the cytoplasm has transport property described by the length
scale-dependent viscosity. It means that the effective viscosity
experienced by moving probes depends on their size [14, 25].

Inside a cell nucleus we expect weakly crowded large water chan-
nels (of sizes >30 nm), because most studies show that in a
wide range of sizes (4–30 nm) the viscosity is constant in a cell
nucleus, only slightly larger than the water viscosity. In lamel-
lar phases of ionic surfactants similar lack of size dependence
of viscosity is observed (up to sizes >150 nm) [43]. More
experimental studies with larger probes are required to give
clear answer about transport properties of proteins in the cell
nucleus.

There is a significant difference in the diffusion of proteins
between prokaryotic and eukaryotic cells. In eukaryotic cells pro-
teins diffuse as in water, while in prokaryotic cells because of
much higher crowding the diffusion coefficient of proteins is
much smaller. This property has consequences for the kinet-
ics of protein-protein interactions in prokaryotic cells [86] i.e.,
none of such reactions would have the same reaction rate as
in vitro (buffer) conditions. On the contrary in the cytoplasm
of eukaryotic cells we expect that the reaction rates for protein-
protein association should be similar to those measured in
water.

Our review also shows the importance of non-specific inter-
actions with cytoplasm constituents for the interpretation of
the impact of macromolecular crowding on biochemical reac-
tions [20, 84]. Non-monotonic changes of reaction rates of DNA
hybridization [84] and destabilization of the protein [20] can be
explained only by direct interactions with cytoplasm components.
Non-specific interactions of transcription factors with DNA affect
the search process for operators [99]. Without those interactions
LacI repressor should find its target (one base pair, since TF shift
in position by one base pair results in distinct DNA binding
sequence [99, 116]) in a volume of E. coli in 7 s. In vivo and in
the model including binding of LacI to non-specific sequences of
DNA this time is 400 s. Thus, identification of strong non-specific
interactions is important in the study of the influence of crowd-
ing environment on biological processes. Mobility data including
the length-scale dependent viscosity are helpful in such identifi-
cation e.g., by comparison of the motion of inert probe to the
motion of the probe of interest of similar size. Any differences in
their motion would be a signature of interactions with cellular
components.

Lot of attention was devoted to depletion interactions in
crowded solutions [1, 8, 16–18]. Two similar objects, immersed
in solutions of solutes different in size and shape from them,
attract each other. Such interaction is called the depletion interac-
tion. The strength of the depletion interactions is calculated from
the osmotic pressure of the solutions multiplied by the excluded
volume between the object and the solute particle. For proteins
in flexible polymer solutions this non-specific interaction is par-
ticularly strong. For 12% of PEG (Mw = 6 kg/mol) solution the
osmotic pressure is of the order of 105 Pa and the excluded vol-
ume in the range of tens of nm3. Thus, typical free energy change
upon binding of two colloidal particles in the polymer solution
is several kJ/mol. The depletion interactions strongly depend on
the shape of studied molecules, change of excluded volume upon
binding and incorporation of solvent to the models [17]. For pro-
tein solutions the effect is probably small because all molecules
have similar shape. Therefore, we do not expect in the cytoplasm
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strong depletion interactions. However denaturated proteins
could in principle exert stronger depletion effect in protein
solutions.

Interpretation of in vivo protein-protein kinetic studies
requires understanding of in-cytoplasm rotational diffusion
(inversely proportional to rotational viscosity) of proteins [11,
85, 86]. Proteins upon binding have to be oriented properly
with respect to each other. Typical time for proper alignment
of reactive patches on proteins necessary for complex formation
depends on rotations of proteins. The impact of crowding on
protein rotation and rotational viscosity is expected to be signif-
icant in prokaryotic cells for which ξ is an order of magnitude
smaller than the typical size of proteins. The Brownian dynam-
ics studies [89] of the model cytoplasm of E. coli crowded only
by proteins show that the rotational viscosity does not change
much with the increase of protein molecular weight. On aver-
age this viscosity is 10 times larger than the viscosity of water,
but smaller than the length scale dependent viscosity characteriz-
ing translational motion. This difference between rotational and
translational viscosity is not unphysical and arises as a conse-
quence of depletion. The rotational viscosity is always smaller
than the translational viscosity because in a crowded environ-
ment the excluded volume effects and depletion are ubiquitous.
The depletion layer i.e., a layer around a particle depleted from
other particles (e.g., observed for colloids in polymer solutions)
leads to non-uniform viscosity around the particle [139–146].
The viscosity changes from the solvent viscosity close to the sur-
face of an object to the solution viscosity in a bulk solution
over a short distance of the depletion layer (usually of the order
of 0.1 to few nm). Roughly speaking the rotations of molecule
experience the local solvent or almost solvent viscosity while
translations the one of the solution. What remains to be inves-
tigated is how hydrodynamic long-range interactions affect the
rotations of macromolecules [90, 91, 147]. Certainly, the most
urgent are experimental studies of the rotational diffusion con-
stants as a function of protein shapes and sizes in cytoplasm of
living cells or cell extracts [148].

Kinetics of gene expression and its regulation in living cells
has been studied only within last decade. The detailed picture
of the regulation kinetics is available only for lac repressor in E.
coli [104–106]. The existing models, taking intracellular crowd-
ing into account and all existing experimental data show that this
transcription factor is nearly optimized for its function [105, 114,
116]. We look forward to studies of gene regulation kinetics of
other transcription factors to check generalization of the predic-
tions in prokaryotes and detailed models of facilitated diffusion
in eukaryotes.
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